§ 0. Introduction As indicated by its denomination Cartan structures have been derived from Cartan's works [1] initiating the projective and conformal geometries. In the fifties a precise description of this notion in a modern mathematical language has been given by using the fibre bundle of second order frames [2, 3] .
jective group, which is a generalization with respect to a degenerate quadratic form of the orthogonal group.
It will be shown that the geometry which derives from the chronoprojective group, the so-called chronoprojective geometry, is a kind of Weyl's geometry [7] in the sense that it reconciles the notions of conformal equivalence over a Galilean manifold and of projective equivalence between Newtonian connections. It appears that the chronoprojective geometry is the very geometry of the Newtonian cosmology. Moreover it also explains various "accidental symmetries" in classical mechanics, e.g. the Kepler similitudes, the new kinematical symmetries of the system of a charged particle in a Dirac magnetic monopole field etc. ••• [8, 9] This paper is organized as follows:
-In Section 1 the chronoprojective group is defined and a particular four-dimensional homogeneous space is introduced.
-Chronoprojective Cartan connections are described in Section 2 and conditions under which there exists a uniquely defined chronoprojective connection are exhibited.
-Section 3 deals with the chronoprojective Cartan structures. A notion of admissibility for a linear connection to belong to a chronoprojective structure is given. The notion of chronoprojective equivalence is presented as the condition that two admissible connections belong to the same chronoprojective structure. The chronoprojective Weyl's curvature tensor is defined and chronoprojectively flat structures are introduced.
-In Section 4 chronoprojective structures are constructed over Galilean manifolds and the similitudes with Weyl's structures over Riemannian manifolds is established. §
A Homogeneous Space of the Chronoprojective Group
First let us define a generalization of the orthogonal and conformal groups with respect to degenerate quadratic forms. For n>p^N we set 0,._,C/0 = M n denoting the n X n square matrices CO*-* (/>) = {g e Gl (n, R) \ gS* (n) t 
g = VS*(n), le=R: = R-{O}} 9
C0 n _ p (p) = {g e Gl (*, I?) | *gS p (77) g = ^2S P (n) , X e= fi } .
Note that O°(£) = O 0 (£) is the usual orthogonal group denoted by O(ri). Here we want to show that Z can be completed in such a way that the so-obtained chronoprojective connection is uniquely defined owing to specific properties of its curvature.
Let o) and a) be two chronoprojective connections built by supplementing the same set X with two 1-forms namely wl' and wl'. From JP '3 one deduces that WQ' and WQ' are related by Therefore all the A ft will vanish if the coefficients K and K both satisfy
One has:
There is a unique chronoprojective connection associated to a given set Z, such that its curvature possesses the folio-wing properties
where SJM denotes the three-index permutation symbol.
Notice that if Z defines a torsionless connection, the condition 
.
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With respect to the local coordinate system in P 2 (V 4 ) introduced in Appendix B each element /ieL°, given by (1.2), is represented by where p is the linear isotropy representation of L° defined in Section 1 and f and g the parameters of L° defined in Section 1 (/" parametrizes the kernel of p).
By a direct computation one verifies that the group law (1.6) of L° is recovered by using (B. 1) from the above expressions of S# and 5^.
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Let us then consider a subbundle P of P Z (V 4 ) with structure group L°, and let us denote by ($', ®') the restriction to P of the canonical form of P 2 (F 4 ).
We have seen (cf. Section 2. B) that starting from a set Z of twelve Composed with the natural mapping: jn: Another consequence of (3.6) and (3. 5) is the following 
e,) + 4 Ric (e 0 , T) ] #° (X) } 'where (X-rY) denotes the following antisymmetric endomorphism of T X (V 4 ) defined for any Z by (X-rY) = -A(Ric(Z, * 0 ) +4 Ric(^0 ? Z)) (*(Y)X-*(X)y).
J.O Proposition 3. 14. T/z^ Weyl's curvature tensor vanishes if and only if the natural chronoprojective connection has a vanishing curvature.
This is a direct consequence of the definition of the Weyl's curvature tensor by taking into account the exterior derivative of (2. 5b Proof. Since the natural chronoprojective connection of the chronoprojective structure on the chronoprojective space has vanishing curvature the natural connection of a flat chronoprojective structure has also vanishing curvature. The proof of the converse is similar to the proof of the corresponding property in the projective and conformal cases, see for instance [4b, 5b] . H
Proposition 3.18. A chronoprojective structure on a four-dimensional manifold is flat if and only if the chronoprojective Weyl's curvature tensor vanishes.
This proposition is deduced from Propositions (3. 14) and (3. 17). Q § 4. The Chronoprojective Geometry over a Galilean Manifold
A) Conformal Galilean Equivalence and Chronoprojective
Equivalence
In the previous sections the basis manifold V 4 have not been supposed to be endowed with some particular geometrical structure. Now we want to show that the Chronoprojective geometry is naturally associated to the notion of conformal equivalence over a Galilean manifold.
First let us recall the following definition (see [10] In fact a Galilean manifold can also be described as a fibre bundle over a one-dimensional manifold (the "time axis" V 4 /Ker </>), the projec- 
Corollary 4. 6. The functions p t is the pull-back of a function on the time axis.
Proof. From Definition 4. 1 0 and 0' are closed 1-forms, so dfi' = 0 = dp t /^J implies that Ker (0) cKer (dp t ). Q Let {F r a p} denote the components (or Christoffers symbols) of the Galilean connection with respect to the local coordinate system {x\ t = 0, 1, 2, 3}. We want to derive the most general expression relating two torsionless Galilean connections JT and T" If one remembers that in a Galilean frame 0^ = (e~l) J, it has been shown that (4. 6) is nothing else than (3. 12) which expresses the chronoprojective equivalence.
Finally what has been proved? Firstly, the chronoprojective geometry is perfectly adapted to Galilean manifolds since the chronoprojective equivalence is a subcase of the conformal Galilean equivalence (described in Proposition 4. 8) obtained by reducing at most the number of arbitrary functions. Secondly, the chronoprojective geometry is the Newtonian counterpart of the Weyl geometry since it appears also as a restriction of the projective geometry compatible with-the conformal one. We can pursue the parallel with the conformal geometry by noticing the following property which has been proved in [8] . 
C) Chroeoprojective Galilean Structures
In Section 3 a notion of admissible linear connection has been introduced to ensure the inclusion into a chronoprojective Cartan structure.
Here we want to examine the restriction of these conditions to a torsionless Galilean connection.
Since, by definition the curvature of a Galilean connection is h-valued one has 0°Q = 0j = Q. So (3. 6b) implies $* (wj') A <9° = 0 and (3. 6d) re- = -(0(Y)X-0(X) Y), is just the condition which is known as the o cosmological isotropy hypothesis [8] . Therefore from Proposition 3.18 we deduce that the chronoprojective structure over an isotropic Newtonian space-time is flat. This is the "non-relativistic" version of the conformal flatness of the Friedmann model and once more the chronoprojective geometry appears as the very geometry of the Newtonian cosmology. • (w(T)) + Y defines a Cartan connection and so the desired set {w^} .
For reasons which will become clear in Appendix B we are faced with an interesting situation when a unique Cartan connection can be defined from a given set Z of independent 1-forms. A general description cannot be given; when such a unique Cartan connection exists it is characterized by some specific properties of its curvature and torsion. the restriction to P of the canonical form 6 on P 2 (V). Due to i) there is no difficulty to obtain the set of k%. (I 1 ) -valued 1-forms from the restriction to P of ®. But concerning the set of <z-valued 1-forms, we have to distinguish the case where a is a subalgebra isomorphic to R n for which it is clear from (B q 5) that the obtained Cartan connection is torsionless. Any other case must be studied specifically. A Cartan structure is defined as follows: 
